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Mission and Philosophy
Danat seeks to become the world’s
preferred institute for natural pearl and
gemstones third party veriﬁcation services,
and aims to establish itself as the window
into international markets, serving both
local and global clients and bolstering the
reputation of the Kingdom as a leading
centre for gemstone expertise.

Submitting Gemstones , Pearls , or Articlesof Jewellery for testing
To submit your gemstones, pearls or
jewellery for testing and reporting, you may
hand over the item at Danat’s premises
during our customer service hours:
from 8.30am to 4pm on weekdays.
Services
The Institute services cover three main
areas :
1.the issuance of veriﬁcation and authentication reports continuous .
2.research and analysis of pearls and
gemstones .
3.provision of ongoing trainig programmes.
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Physical Address:
4th ﬂoor, East Tower, Bahrain World Trade
Centre Manama, Kingdom of Bahrain
Postal Address:
P.O. Box 17236 Manama
Kingdom of Bahrain
Telephone: +973 17201333
Email :info@danat.bh

DANAT CEO Visited Hongkong Fair 2017
Spreading the knowledge of Danat’s
presence on the international market the
CEO travelled to the September 2017 Hong
Kong Gems shows at the Hong Kong
Convention Centre in Wanchai and
AsiaWorld Expo located at Hong Kong
International Airport. The September Hong
Kong trade shows are traditionally the
most vibrant of the trio of trade shows
that are held in these locations each
year; in March, June and September.
During his time at the two
locations the CEO met with
numerous of the industries
major players, all of which
showed fascination with the
new presence of Danat in the
market place. Great interest was
shown on Danat’s various report designs
and the commitment being made to
excellence.
The CEO also met with Jonathan Kendall of
IIDGR, the DeBeers Group company that
grades diamonds but also produces
excellent
diamond
identiﬁcation
insruments. During this meeting, the CEO
placed an order for their latest instrument
the “SynDetect”, which will be delivered to
Danat in November adding signiﬁcantly to
Danat’s diamond identiﬁcation capabilities.
Following the Hong Kong Shows, in
October the CEO visited with RAK Pearl
Farms in Al-Rams, Ras Al-Khaimah, UAE to
discuss an interesting potential research
project. Here he met with Mr. Abdulla Al
Suwaidi, the owner and driving force of the
RAK Pearl Farm project and Umit Koruturk a
dealer and collector of unusual natural
pearls. Accompanying the CEO in the
venture was Chunhui Zhou who leads the
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GIA pearl testing team for GIA in New York
City.
As a ﬁrst meeting to discuss the project it
was felt by all concerned that the meetings
were very successful and Danat looks
forward to participating in the project and
in so doing increasing the scientiﬁc knowledge of all participants.

Journey in to Greenland ;
Rubies from Aappaluttoq
DANAT held its ﬁrst internal training session
on 14 September 2017, which was presented by Field Gemmologist Vincent Pardieu of
the regarding his expedition to the Aappaluttoq ruby mine in Greenland. Vincent’s work
is an exciting area of gemmology and the
attendees were captivated by his expedition
stories, pictures, recording and samples
brought back to Bahrain for us to study.
uring the training session Vincent
explained the ruby mining site at
Aappaluttoq, the name of
which means red in Greenlandic. Despite the mine it
self only being open for
approximately 1 year , the
rubies extracted are in fact the
oldest in the world with a deep
red and transparent quality. It was
captivating to watch the recordings of
Vincent manually chipping at the rocks to
collect ruby samples knowing that we
would shortly have the pleasure of analysing and adding the samples to our reference
collection.Vincent provided an in-depth
analysis of the scientiﬁc characteristics of
rubies from Greenland, comparing and
contrasting them with rubies from other
locations across the world.
Our collaboration with Vincent is very
special and the training session was held to
educate everyone at DANAT what being a
Field Gemmologist entails as well as providing speciﬁc information about Vincent’s
most recent expedition to Greenland . The
origin reliability our reference collection is
critical to our research and we believe that
the best way to negate any concern in this
regard is by collecting samples directly from
the mines. Vincent assists us with this
process by witnessing and carrying out
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gemstone extractions himself during his
expeditions. Now that the ruby samples
have arrived in Bahrain, they will be studied
in our laboratory. A publication will follow
by the end of 2017.
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Natural pearls found in the Kingdom of Bahrain:
Characteristic structures, comparison and identiﬁcation
Dr. Stefanos Karampelas Director of
Research at Danat has represented the
Bahrain institute for pearls and gemstones (
DANAT) in the International Gemmolgical
Conference (IGC) held in Namibia, he
presented Natural pearls found in the
Kingdom of Bahrain, Characteristic
structures, comparison and identiﬁcation, During the presentation it was
discussed that Bahrain was, and still
is, considered a centre for the
natural pearl trade and that is
the only country in the world
which by law bans the
trade of cultured pearls.
Some information on the
Bahrain Pearling Trail project
which has been included by the
UNESCO as a World Heritage Site
on 2012 have been shown. It was also
mentioned that the two types of pearl
producing molluscs in the waters around
Bahrain are Pinctada radiata (P. radiata) and
some Pinnidae (a.k.a. pen shells) bivalves
and that the vast majority of high quality
pearls around Bahrain are found in P.
radiata. Internal structures of such pearls
using X-ray microradiography of samples
from Bahrain were presented (see Figure 1).
For the present study a series of SWCPs
without bead from Pinctada maxima (P.
maxima) with voids, SWCPs from P.
maxima with natural pearls as bead and
natural pearls (SWNPs) from P. radiata -with
and without voids-, were selected, from the
National Museum of Bahrain pearl collection acquired during dives organized
directly by them the last years, in order to
study in detail the "voids" using X-radiography and/or micro-CT. Some of the samples
were cut in two pieces in order to check
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their
internal
structures
under the microscope. The colour of
these samples spanned
from white to white silver to
white cream colour, with shapes
ranging from near round, oval,
button to baroque, and maximum
dimension of around 9 mm.
Regarding the samples with voids, SWNPs
from P. radiata present in general irregular
cavities which match to a degree the
external shape of the pearls and in parallel
they present low to medium lustre. SWCPs
without bead from P. maxima present
cavities which in general do not match
samples’ external shape and they present

DANAT at Jewellery Arabia 2017
As the Kingdom of Bahrain prepares itself
for Jewellery Arabia, taking place on the
21st to the 25th of November at the Bahrain
International Exhibition & Convention
Centre, DANAT does so too. We are excited
to conﬁrm that DANAT will be participating
not only as an exhibitor but as a General
Sponsor of Jewellery Arabia 2017. Our
involvement with such a prestigious
event is an important step for
announcing to the Kingdom of
Bahrain, the Gulf region and
beyond, that DANAT has
world class gemmological
testing facilities, expert
knowledge and superior
pearl and gemstone identiﬁcation and certiﬁcation services.
DANAT will present in the Al Fanar
Hall, which is located in the Convention
Hall. Inside we will offer a variety of
attractions and services to assist, educate
and delight visitors to Jewellery Arabia
2017.
These will include a historical timeline
showcasing Bahrain’s pearling history, a
private lounge for our VIP guests to relax
and learn more about DANAT. We will also
offer ‘drop in’ seminar with speakers from
DANAT as well as external representatives
from the same ﬁeld. There will be ﬁve
seminars each evening, which will be
delivered in English although ‘Pearl Testing
at DANAT’ will also be delivered in Arabic.
In addition to this seminar topic, there will
be seminars on ‘New Sapphire Discoveries
in Madagascar’, ‘Rubies From The New
Amphibole Type Deposits’ and ‘Venezuelan
Pearls From The Era Of Columbus’.
We are excited to announce that the Venezuelan Pearls will be on display in
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DANAT’s exhibition, offering a rare opportunity to see pearls that are 500 years old and
learn about their intriguing story. Alongside
these pearls, other displays will be shown
including Nacreous and Non-Nacreous
Natural Pearls, Ethiopian Emeralds, natural
Bahraini pearl necklaces, a Renaissance
necklace, Burma spinel ring and melo
pearl, diamond and sapphire brooch. Some

of these items are from privately owned
collections and, therefore, they may not be
seen again publicly for quite some time.
In addition, DANAT will be offering a
complimentary consultation service at
Jewellery Arabia 2017. This is an opportunity to show our expert Gemmologists your
pearls, gemstones or jewellery for you to
better understand these items. We will have
laboratory equipment in our exhibition to
aid our experts’ analysis with the facility to
accept items for formal identiﬁcation and
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authentication in DANAT’s laboratory
where a certiﬁcation report can be generated to give you peace of mind. Transportation of items submitted to DANAT at
Jewellery Arabia 2017 will be transported to
our laboratory, located in the Bahrain World
Trade Center, by Brinks Global Services,
which is a well-recognised provider of
secure logistical solutions.
The DANAT looks forward to welcoming
you at our exhibition at Jewellery Arabia
2017.

DANAT Laboratory Team
At DANAT we take pride in our young,
vibrant and qualiﬁed Bahraini Gemmologists. It is one of our core values to train
and support our talented Bahraini team to
reach international standards and be
among the most reputable in the market.
DANAT has hand-picked leading students
from the University of Bahrain that have
excelled in their studies and are ranked
among the best in the Science ﬁeld. Their
studies did not stop after obtaining their
university degrees, they have taken on
both on-site training and other courses to
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further enhance their skills in the gemmology ﬁeld. With the current expertise
available at DANAT they are trained by
some of the most reputable individuals in
both the pearls and gemstone industry.
They have so far demonstrated outstanding attitude to learning new concepts and
share a ﬁrm understanding of team-work
as well as the sheer importance of privacy
and security. Such young talented group
are a shining example of the Bahraini
work force and they undoubtedly have a
bright future ahead of them at DANAT

